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ON SIMPLICIAL COMMUTATIVE RINGS WITH VANISHING
ANDRE´-QUILLEN HOMOLOGY
JAMES M. TURNER
Abstract. We propose a generalization of a conjecture of D. Quillen, on the van-
ishing of Andre´-Quillen homology, to simplicial commutative rings. This conjecture
characterizes a notion of local complete intersection, extended to the simplicial setting,
under a suitable hypothesis on the local characteristic. Further, under the condition
of finite-type homology, we then prove the conjecture in the case of a simplicial com-
mutative algebra augmented over a field of non-zero characteristic. As a consequence,
we obtain a proof of Quillen’s conjecture for a Noetherian commutative algebra - again
augmented over a field of non-zero characteristic.
1. Introduction
In [1] and [12], M. Andre´ and D. Quillen constructed the notion of a homology
D∗(A|R;M) for a commutative algebra A, over a ring R, and an A-module M . It was
then conjectured (see Section 5 of [12]) that, under suitable conditions on R and A, the
vanishing of the homology in sufficiently high degrees determines A as a local complete
intersection. In particular, for local rings, the conjecture takes the following form.
Conjecture 1.1. Let R be a (Noetherian, commutative) local ring with residue field F,
and let Ds(F|R) = Ds(F|R;F), s ≥ 0. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Ds(F|R) = 0, s >> 0;
(2) Ds(F|R) = 0, s ≥ 3;
(3) R is a complete intersection.
In this form, 1.1 was proven by L. Avramov, in outline form, in [2], and, in much
greater generality, in [3]. Recall that a local ring R is a complete intersection if its
I-adic completion Rˆ is a quotient of a complete regular ring by an ideal generated by a
regular sequence. From this description and the properties of Andre´-Quillen homology,
the implications (3) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (1) in 1.1 are immediate.
The objective of this paper is to extend a version of 1.1 for simplicial local rings in
an effort to bring the full power of simplicial homotopy theory to bear on this type of
problem and thereby obtain a different proof of 1.1 closer in spirit to the topological
results of J.-P. Serre in [14] and Y. Umeda in [16].
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In [13], D. Quillen gave a construction of Andre´-Quillen homology D∗(A|B;M) where
B is a simplicial commutative ring, A a simplicial commutative B-algebra, and M a
simplicial A-module.
Let RF be the category of (commutative) local rings, with residue field F, and sRF
the category of simplicial objects over RF. It follows from [11] that sRF has three classes
of maps, called weak equivalences, fibrations, and cofibrations, giving it the structure of
a closed simplicial model category. Using this structure, we say that a simplicial local
ring R is an n-extension if there is a cofibration sequence
Σn−1S0 → R→ S1,
in the homotopy category Ho(sRF), such that S0 is polynomial in RF and Sˆ1 ∼= Σ
nS¯1
in Ho(sRF). Here Σ denotes the suspension in Ho(sRF). (See §I.2 and §I.3 of [11] for
the theory of suspension and cofibration sequences in homotopical algebra.)
Definition 1.2. Let R be an object of sRF. Then:
(1) R is regular if R is a 1-extension with S¯1 smooth in RF.
(2) R is a complete intersection if it is a 1-extension with S¯1 regular in sRF.
(3) R is Q-bounded if (Qπ∗R)s = 0 for s >> 0, and bounded if πsR = 0 for s≫ 0.
(4) The simplicial dimension of R is the integer
s · dimR = max{s|Ds(F|R) 6= 0}.
We then say that R has finite simplicial dimension if s · dimR <∞.
(5) R is said to have finite-type homology provided each Dq(F|R) is a finite dimen-
sional F-vector space.
(6) If R has both finite-type homology and finite simplicial dimension, we call R finite.
Given a simplicial commutative ring R, then R is said to be locally of any one of (1) –
(6) provided R℘ is such, for each simplicial prime ideal ℘ in R. Given a simplicial prime
ideal ℘ in R, we denote by F(℘) the residue field of R℘ and we say that R is locally of
non-zero characteristic provided charF(℘) 6= 0 for all such ℘.
We can now state our proposed simplicial generalization of Conjecture 1.1.
Vanishing Conjecture 1.3. Let R be a locally finite simplicial commutative ring which
is locally of non-zero characteristic. Then R is a locally complete intersection if and only
if R is locally Q-bounded.
In the rational case, while a complete intersection may be both Q-bounded and of
finite simplicial dimension, the converse is not true. See the note following Proposition
3.4 regarding counter-examples.
To demonstrate the validity of 1.3, we consider the subcategory, AF, of RF, consisting
of augmented F-algebras, i.e., unitary F-algebras A together with a fixed F-algebra map
A→ F, called the augmentation of A.
In this paper, we give evidence for Vanishing Conjecture 1.3 by proving:
Theorem 1.4. Suppose A is a finite simplicial augmented commutative F-algebra with
charF > 0. Then A is bounded if and only if A is a complete intersection.
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Corollary 1.5. Let A be an augmented Noetherian commutative F-algebra, charF > 0.
Then A is a complete intersection, as a local algebra, if and only if A has finite simplicial
dimension.
Proof. By IV.55 of [1], HQ∗ (A) is of finite-type. Thus, by Theorem 1.4, A has finite
simplicial dimension if and only if A is a complete intersection, as a simplicial algebra,
if and only if A is a complete intersection, as a local algebra, by the classical implication
of (2) ⇒ (3) in Conjecture 1.1 (see Proposition 26 of [1]). ✷
Organization of this paper. In this section, we review the closed simplicial model
category structure for sAF and the construction and properties of homotopy and Andre´-
Quillen homology. In Section 3, we describe the notion Postnikov envelopes for objects
of sAF and explore its properties. In Section 4, we study the homotopy of n-extensions.
Finally, in Section 5, we introduce and study the notion of a Poincare´ series for a
simplicial algebra, obtaining just enough information to prove Theorem 1.4.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Haynes Miller, for suggesting
this project along with the direction it should take, and Jean Lannes for many useful
directions as well as for making his stay in France worthwhile. Most of the work on this
project was done while the author was visiting the Institut des Hautes E´tudes Scientifique
and the Ecole Polytechnique. He would like to thank them for their hospitality and use of
their facilities during his stay. Finally, the author would like to thank Julie Riddleburger
for putting this paper into LaTeX form.
2. Homotopy Theory of Simplicial Augmented
Commutative Algebras
We now review the closed simplicial model category structure for sAF. We will assume
the reader is familiar with the general theory of homotopical algebra given in [11].
We call a map f : A→ B in sAF a
(i) weak equivalence (
∼
→) ⇐⇒ π∗f is an isomorphism;
(ii) fibration (→→) ⇐⇒ f surjects in positive degrees;
(iii) cofibration(→֒) ⇐⇒ f is a retract of an almost free map.
Here a map f : A → B in sAF is almost free if there is an almost simplicial F-
vector space (no d0) V (see [7]) together with a map of almost simplicial F-vector spaces
V → IB such that the induced map A ⊗ S(V )
∼=
−→ B is an isomorphism of almost
simplicial algebras. Here S is the symmetric algebra functor.
Now given a finite simplicial set K and a simplicial algebra A, define A ∧K and AK
by
(A ∧K)n =
⊗
Kn
An
and
(AK)n =
∏
Kn
An.
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Here the tensor product ⊗ is the coproduct in sAF. The product in sAF is defined as
Λ×F Γ, for Λ,Γ in sAF, so that the diagram
Λ×F Γ −→ Γ
↓ ↓ ǫ
Λ −→ Fǫ
is a pullback of simplicial vector spaces.
Theorem 2.1. ([11], [10], and [7]) With these definitions, sAF is a closed simplicial
model category.
Given a simplicial vector space V , define its normalized chain complex NV by
NnV = Vn/(Ims0 + · · ·+ Imsn)(2.1)
and ∂ : NnV → Nn−1V is ∂ =
∑n
i=0(−1)
idi. The homotopy groups π∗V of V is defined
as
πnV = Hn(NV ), n ≥ 0.
Thus for A in sAF we define π∗A as above. The Eilenberg-Zilber theorem (see [9]) shows
that the algebra structure on A induces an algebra structure on π∗A.
If we let V be the category of F-vector spaces, then there is an adjoint pair
S : V ⇐⇒ AF : I,
where I is the augmentation ideal function and S is the symmetric algebra functor. For
an object V in V and n ≥ 0, let K(V, n) be the associated Eilenberg-MacLane object in
sV so that
πsK(V, n) =
{
V s = n;
0 s 6= n.
Let S(V, n) = S(K(V, n)), which is an object of sAF.
For A in AF, the indecomposable functor QA = I(A)/I
2(A) which is an object of V.
Furthermore, we have an adjoint pair
Q : AF ⇐⇒ V : (−)+
where V+, for V in V, is the simplicial algebra V ⊕ F where
(v, r) · (w, s) = (sv + rw, rs)
for (v, r), (w, s) ∈ V ⊕ F. (−)+, Q provides an equivalence between V and the category
of abelian group objects in AF.
For A in sAF, we define its Andre´-Quillen homology, as per [7] and [8], by
HQs (A) = πsQX, s ≥ 0,
where we choose a factorization
F →֒ X
∼
→ A
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of the unit F→ A as a cofibration and a trivial fibration. This definition is independent
of the choice of factorization as any two are homotopic over A (note that every object
of sAF is fibrant). It is known (see, for example, [10]) that
HQs (A) = Ds(A|F;F).
From the transitivity sequence, one can easily check that D0(F|A) = 0, and Ds+1(F|A)
∼= HQs (A) for all s ≥ 0.
Now, as shown in [8],
πnA = [S(n), A],
where S(n) = S(F, n) and [ , ] denotes the morphisms in Ho(sAF). Thus the primary
operational structure for the homotopy groups in sAF is determined by π∗S(V0) for any
V0 in sV. By Dold’s theorem [6] there is a triple S on graded vector spaces so that
π∗S(V ) ∼= S(π∗V )(2.2)
encoding this structure. If charF = 0, S is the free skew symmetric functor and, if
charF > 0, S is the free divided power algebra on the underlying vector space of a
certain free algebra constructed from the input (see, for example, [4] and [7]).
Now recall that maps A
f
→ B
g
→ C is a cofibration sequence in Ho(sAF) if f is
isomorphic to a cofibration X
u
→ Y , of cofibrant objects, with cofibre Y
v
→ Z isomorphic
to g. Thus given any map f : A→ B in sAF there is a cofibration sequence A
f
→ B →
M(f) in Ho(sAF) formed by factoring F→ A into F →֒ A¯
∼
→→ A, form the diagram
A¯ →֒ X
s↓↓ ↓↓ ≀
A
f
→ B
and then let M(f) = X ⊗A¯ F, which is cofibrant. As an example, the suspension ΣA of
an object A in sAF by M(ǫ), where ǫ : A→ F is the augmentation.
Finally, recall that the completion Aˆ of a simplicial augmented algebra A is defined as
Aˆ = limtA/I
t.
If f : A→ B is a map of simplicial algebras, we denote by fˆ : Aˆ→ Bˆ the induced map
of completions.
We can now summarize methods for computing homotopy and Andre´-Quillen homol-
ogy that we will need for this paper.
Proposition 2.2. (1) If f : A
∼
→ B is a weak equivalence in sAF, then H
Q
∗ (f) :
HQ∗ (A)
∼=
→ HQ∗ (B) is an isomorphism.
(2) for any A in sAF there is a spectral sequence
E1s,t = Ss(H
Q
∗ (A))⇒ πtAˆ,
called Quillen’s Fundamental spectral sequence (see [12] and [13]), which converges
when HQ0 (A) = 0.
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(3) There is a Hurewicz homomorphism h : Iπ∗A→ H
Q
∗ (A) such that if A is connected
and HQs (A) = 0 for s < n then A is n-connected and h : πnA
∼=
→ HQn (A) is an
isomorphism.
Proof. (1) is a standard result. See, for example, [12] or [8]. For (2), see chapter IV
of [7] and [15]. Finally, (3) is in [7]. ✷
The following is a selection of results from [15].
Proposition 2.3. Let A and B be in sAF. Then
(1) if f : A→ B is an HQ∗ -isomorphism then fˆ : Aˆ→ Bˆ is a weak equivalence,
(2) if A is connected then π∗Aˆ ∼= π∗A,
(3) HQ∗ (Aˆ)
∼= HQ∗ (A), and
(4) Qπ∗Aˆ ∼= Qπ∗A.
Remark. If HQ0 (A) = 0 then Proposition 2.3 (4) follows from a Quillen fundamental
spectral sequence argument. This is due to the fact that while this spectral sequence
doesn’t directly converge to π∗A it does allow, under the above condition on H
Q
0 , suffi-
cient information to be extracted about the indecomposables (see [15] for further details).
This case is sufficient for our needs.
Proposition 2.4. Let A
f
→ B
g
→ C be a cofibration sequence in Ho(sAF). Then:
(1) There is a long exact sequence
· · · → HQs+1(C)
∂
→ HQs (A)
H
Q
∗
(f)
→ HQs (B)
H
Q
∗
(g)
→ HQs (C)
∂
→ HQs−1(C)→ · · ·
(2) There is a first quadrant spectral sequence of algebras
E2s,t = Tor
pi∗A
s (π∗B,F)t ⇒ πs+tC,
which we refer to as the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence.
(3) If A is connected, there is a first quadrant spectral sequence of algebras
E2s,t = πs(C ⊗ πtA)⇒ πs+tB,
which we refer to as the Serre spectral sequence.
(4) If A is connected and C is n-connected, then there is a homomorphism τ : πn+1C →
πnA, called the transgression, such that the diagram
πn+1B
pi∗f
→ πn+1C
τ
→ πnA
pi∗f
→ πnB
h ↓ h ↓ ↓ h ↓ h
HQn+1B
H
Q
∗
f
→ HQn+1(C)
∂
→ HQn (A)
H
Q
∗
f
→ HQn B
commutes and the top sequence is exact.
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Proof. (1) is just the transitivity sequence for HQ∗ . See [7].
(2) is the spectral sequence of Theorem 6(b) in §II.6 of [11]. See also [7]. By Theorem
6(d) in §II.6 of [11], there is a 1st-quadrant spectral sequence
E2∗,∗ = π∗(B ⊗A π∗A)⇒ π∗B,
where π∗A is an A-module via the augmentation A → π0A. Here we can assume our
cofibration sequence is a cofibration with cofibre C. Since A is connected, then B ⊗A
π∗A ∼= C ⊗ π∗A. The algebra structure follows from the construction of the spectral
sequence and the fact that A
f
→ B is a map of simplicial algebras. This gives us (3).
For (4), since A is connected and C is n-connected, then in the Serre spectral sequence
dn+1 : πn+1C ∼= E
n+1
n+1,0 → E
n+1
0,n
∼= πnA,
which we propose is our desired map τ . From this same spectral sequence, we have
πsA ∼= πsB, s < n, and, using methods modified from the next section, we can assume
that NsIC = 0 for s ≤ n and Nn+1B →→ Nn+1C is surjective. Since E
1
n+1,0 = Nn+1C
and E2n+1,0
∼= En+1n+1,0
∼= πn+1C, then d
n+1 is constructable in precisely the same way
as the boundary map in homological algebra. Since we can assume cofibrancy of our
objects under consideration, then the diagram
Hn+1(NB) → Hn+1(NC)
dn+1
→ Hn(NA) → Hn(NB)
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Hn+1(NQB) → Hn+1(NQC)
∂
→ Hn(NQA) → Hn(NQB)
commutes by naturality. The result follows. ✷
3. Postnikov Envelopes
In this section, we construct and determine some properties of a useful tool for study-
ing simplicial algebras. First, we recall the following standard result which will be useful
for us (see section II.4 of [11]).
Lemma 3.1. Let V and W be simplicial vector spaces. Then the map
[V,W ]→ HomV∗(π∗V, π∗W )
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 3.2. Let A in sAF. Then
(1) There is a map of simplicial algebras
f0 : S(H
Q
0 (A), 0)→ A
which induces an isomorphism on HQ0 .
(2) Suppose A is (n− 1)-connected for n ≥ 1. Then there exists a map in sAF,
fn : S(H
Q
n A, n)→ A,
which is an isomorphism on πn and H
Q
n .
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Proof. (1) Let ι : HQ0 (A) → Iπ0A be a choice of splitting for the surjection Iπ0A →
HQ0 (A). By Lemma 3.1, f can be chosen to be the adjoint of the map of simplicial vector
spaces K(HQ0 (A), 0)→ IA induced by ι. By the transitivity sequence, H
Q
0 (A(1)) = 0 so
the fundamental spectral sequence for A(1) converges, by Proposition 2.2 (2), so A(1) is
connected. (2) By the Hurewicz theorem, Proposition 2.2 (3), the map h : πnA→ H
Q
n A
is an isomorphism. Now the adjoint functors
S : sV ⇐⇒ sAF : I
induce an adjoint pair
S : Ho(sV)⇐⇒ Ho(sAF) : I.
Thus we have isomorphisms
[S(HQn A, n), A]
∼= [K(HQn A, n), IA]
∼= HomV(H
Q
n A, πnIA),
using Lemma 3.1. Choosing fn to correspond to the inverse of h gives the result. ✷
Now given A we form the Postnikov envelopes as the sequence of cofibrations
A(1)
j2
→֒ A(2)
j3
→֒ · · ·
jn
→֒ A(n)
jn+1
→֒ · · ·
with the following properties:
(1) A(1) = M̂(f0),
(2) for each n ≥ 1, A(n) is a (n− 1)-connected and for s ≥ n,
HQs A(n)
∼= HQs A.
(3) There is a cofibration sequence
S(HQn A, n)→ A(n)
jn+1
→ A(n+ 1).
The existence of a Postnikov envelopes follows easily from Proposition 2.3, Proposition
3.2, and
Lemma 3.3. If A is (n − 1)-connected, for n ≥ 1, then the cofibre M(fn) of fn :
S(HQn A, n)→ A is n-connected and satisfies H
Q
s M(fn)
∼= HQs A for s > n.
Proof. This follows from 3.2 and the transitivity sequence
HQs+1M(fn)→ H
Q
s S(H
Q
n A, n)→ H
Q
s A→ H
Q
s M(fn).
✷
Note: We have been implicitly using the computation
HQs S(V, n) = πsQS(V, n) = πsK(V, n) = V
for s = n and 0 otherwise. The converse holds as well.
Proposition 3.4. Let A be connected in sAF and suppose H
Q
s A = 0, s 6= n > 0. Then
A ∼= S(HQn A, n) in Ho(sAF).
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Proof. Since A is connected, then A is (n − 1)-connected by the Hurewicz theorem.
By 3.2, fn : S(H
Q
n A, n) → A is an H
Q
n -isomorphism and hence a weak equivalence by
2.2(2). ✷
Note. From this proposition, if charF=0 then S(V, n) has simplicial dimension n
and π∗S(V, n) is free skew-commutative on a basis of V concentrated in degree n. Thus
S(V, n) is Q-bounded, for any n, showing that Vanishing Conjecture 1.3 fails in the zero
characteristic case.
4. The Homotopy and Homology of n-Extensions
Call an object A in sAF a simple n-extension if A is an n-extension in sAF with
S¯1 = S(V1, 0), V1 in V. Also, for this section and the next, we define the simplicial
dimension of A to be
s · dimA = max{s|HQs (A) 6= 0}
We now proceed to prove:
Theorem 4.1. Let A be in sAF. Then:
(1) If A is a connected simple n-extension for n ≥ 2, then, in Ho(sAF), we have
A ∼= S(H
Q
n−1(A), n− 1)⊗ S(H
Q
n (A), n).
(2) A is a complete intersection if and only if A is a simple 1-extension.
(3) If A is a complete intersection then HQs (A) = 0 for s ≥ 2 and if H
Q
∗ (A) is of
finite-type then A is bounded.
(4) If HQ0 (A) = 0 and H
Q
∗ (A) is of finite-type then π∗(Aˆ) is of finite-type.
(5) The Postnikov envelope A(1) has the following properties:
(a) If A has finite simplicial dimension, then so does A(1);
(b) If HQ0 (A) is finite and π∗A is bounded then π∗A(1) is Q-bounded.
(c) If HQ∗ (A) is of finite-type then H
Q
∗ (A(1)) is also of finite-type.
We begin with
Lemma 4.2. Let A in sAF be a connected simple n-extension for n ≥ 2. Then A is an
n-extension of the form
S(HQn−1A, n− 1)→ A→ S(H
Q
n A, n).
Proof. Let V0, V1 be vector spaces so that there is a cofibration sequence
S(V0, n− 1)→ A→ S(V, n).
Then the transitivity sequence tells us that HQs A = 0, s 6= n, n−1 and there is an exact
sequence
0→ HQn A→ V1 → V0 → H
Q
n−1A→ 0.
Thus A is n− 2 connected and Postnikov tower gives us a cofibration sequence
S(HQn−1A, n− 1)→ A→ A(n− 1) = S(H
Q
n A, n). ✷
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Proof of Theorem 4.1 (1). By Lemma 4.2, there is a cofibration sequence
S(HQn−1, A, n− 1)
i
→ A
j
→ S(HQn A, n),
where we can assume A is cofibrant, i is a cofibration, and j is the cofibre. Consider the
commuting diagram
[S(HQn A, n), A]
j∗
−→ [S(HQn A, n), S(H
Q
n A, n)]
∼=↓ ↓∼=
[K(HQn A, n), IA] [K(H
Q
n A, n), IS(H
Q
n A, n)]
∼=↓ ↓∼=
Hom(HQn A, IπnA)
h∗−→ Hom(HQn A,H
Q
n A)
Then j will split, up to homotopy, if we can show that h : πnA→ H
Q
n A is onto.
By Proposition 2.4(4), there is a commutative diagram
πnA
pi∗j
→ πnS(H
Q
n A, n)
τ
→ πn−1S(H
Q
n−1, A, n− 1)
pi∗i→ πn−1A
h ↓ ∼=↓ ↓∼= ↓∼=
HQn A
∼=
→ HQn A
∂=0
→ HQn−1A
∼=
→ HQn−1A
with the rows exact. Thus πnj is onto and, hence, h : πnA→ H
Q
n A is onto. ✷
Lemma 4.3. Suppose A in sAF is regular. Then S(H
Q
0 (A), 0)
∼= Aˆ in Ho(sAF).
Proof. By the standard transitivity sequence forD∗ applied to F→ A→ F,D0(F|A) =
0 and Ds+1(F|A) ∼= H
Q
s (A), so since A is regular, then H
Q
s (A) = 0, s > 0. Thus f0 is an
HQ∗ -isomorphism and so fˆ0 is a weak equivalence by Proposition 2.3. ✷
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (2). If A is a complete intersection then it is a 1-extension of
the form
S0 → A→ S1
with S0 polynomial and S¯1 regular as simplicial augmented algebra. By Lemma 4.3, A
is thus a simple 1-extension. The converse is clear. ✷
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (3). If A is a complete intersection, then HQs (A) = 0, s ≥ 2
follows (2) and the transitivity sequence. Consider now the Eilenberg-Moore spectral
sequence
E2s,t = Tor
S(HQ
0
(A))
s (π∗A,F)t =⇒ πs+tM(f0)
which is a first quadrant homology-type spectral sequence of algebras. Since HQ0 (A) is
finite, S(HQ0 (A)) has finite flat dimension and since, by Proposition 2.3, Qπ∗M(f0) =
Qπ∗A(1) = Qπ∗S(H
Q
1 (A), 1) is finite concentrated in degree 1 then π∗M(f0) is bounded
and we can conclude, by an induction on dimFH
Q
0 (A), that π∗A is bounded. ✷
Example. Suppose an augmented commutative F-algebra B is a complete intersection.
Then there is a complete regular algebra Γ and an ideal I, generated by a regular
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sequence, so that Γ/I ∼= Bˆ. As we saw, Γ ∼= S(V0), so the condition of regularity on I
is equivalent to there being a projective extension, that is, (see [7]) an extension
F→ S(V1)
i
→ S(V0)→ Bˆ → F,
so that i makes S(V0) into a projective S(V1)-module. In Ho(sAF), Bˆ is equivalent M(i)
and so there is a cofibration sequence of the form
S(V0, 0)→ Bˆ → S(V1, 1).
Thus, Bˆ, and hence B, is a complete intersection as a simplicial algebra. ✷
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (4). Since HQ0 (A) = 0, the fundamental spectral sequence
E1s,t = Ss(H
Q
∗ (A))t ⇒ πtAˆ,
converges. From the known structure of S (see e.g. [4]), if V is a finite-dimensional
vector space then each Ss(V )t is finite and Ss(V )t = 0, s≫ 0 for each fixed t. The result
follows. ✷
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (5). First, (a) is immediate from the transitivity sequence. For
(b), V = HQ0 (A) is finite and the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence has the form
E2s,t = Tor
S(V )
s (π∗A,F)t =⇒ πs+tM(f0)
Since S(V ) has finite flat dimension and π∗A is a graded S(V )-module then
TorS(V )s (π∗A,F)t = Tor
S(V )
s (πtA,F)
vanishes for s ≫ 0 and vanishes for t ≫ 0 if π∗A is bounded. We conclude π∗M(f0) is
bounded and hence π∗A(1) is Q-bounded, by Proposition 2.3. Finally, for (c), Lemma
3.3 tells us that HQs (A) = H
Q
s (A(1)) for s ≥ 1. Thus if H
Q
∗ (A) is of finite-type then
HQ∗ (A(1)) is of finite-type. ✷
5. The Poincare´ Series of a Simplicial Algebra
For this section, we assume charF = p > 0.
Let A be a connected simplicial augmented commutative F-algebra such that π∗A is
of finite-type. We define its Poincare´ series by
ϑ(A, t) =
∑
n≥0
(dimFπnA)t
n.
If V is a finite-dimensional vector space and n > 0 we write
ϑ(V, n, t) = ϑ(S(V, n), t).
Given power series f(t) =
∑
ait
i and g(t) =
∑
bit
i we define the relation f(t) ≤ g(t)
provided ai ≤ bi for each i ≥ 0.
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Lemma 5.1. Given a cofibration sequence
A→ B → C
of connected objects in AF with finite-type homotopy groups, then
ϑ(B, t) ≤ ϑ(A, t)ϑ(C, t)
which is an equality if the sequence is split.
Proof. From the Serre spectral sequence
E2s,t = πs(C ⊗ πtA) =⇒ πs+tB
we have
ϑ(A, t)ϑ(C, t) =
∑
n
(
∑
s+t=n
dimFE
2
s,t)t
n ≥ ϑ(B, t).
If the cofibration sequence is split then the spectral sequence collapses, giving an equality.
✷
If Π is a finitely-generated abelian group and n > 0 let
ϑ(Π, n, t) =
∑
s
(dimFHs(K(Π, n);F))t
s.
Lemma 5.2. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space and Π a free abelian group of
the same dimension. Then for any n > 0
ϑ(V, n, t) = ϑ(Π, n, t).
Proof. As shown in [5], there is a weak equivalence of simplicial vector spaces
S(V, n)→ F[K(Π, n)]
which gives us the desired result. ✷
Proposition 5.3. Given a finite-dimensional vector space V and any n > 0 the Poin-
care´ series ϑ(V, n, t) converges in the open unit disc.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.2 and the results of J.P. Serre in [14] and Y. Umeda
in [16]. ✷
Now given two power series f(t) and g(t) we say f(t) ∼ g(t) provided limt→∞f(t)/g(t)
= 1. Given a Poincare´ series ϑ(V, n, t), for a finite-dimensional F-vector space V and
n > 0, let
ϕ(V, n, t) = logpϑ(V, n, 1− p
−t).
Proposition 5.4. For V an F-vector space of finite dimension q and n > 0 then
ϕ(V, n, t) converges on the real line and
ϕ(V, n, t) ∼ qtn−1/(n− 1)!.
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.2 and The´ore`me 9b in [14], for charF = 2, and its
generalization in [16]. ✷
A major step in proving Theorem 1.4 will be accomplished with
Theorem 5.5. Let A be a connected finite simplicial augmented commutative F-algebra.
Then if A is Q-bounded we have A ∼= S(H
Q
1 (A), 1) in Ho(sAF).
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 (4) and Proposition 2.3, π∗A is of finite-type and hence, as it
is also Q-bounded, bounded as well. Let n = s · dimA. We must show that n = 1.
Consider the Postnikov envelope
S(HQs−1(A), s− 1)→ A(s− 1)→ A(s)
for each s. From the theory of cofibration sequences (see section I.3 of [11]) the above
sequence extends to a cofibration sequence
A(s− 1)→ A(s)→ S(HQs−1(A), s).
Thus, by Lemma 5.1, we have
ϑ(A(s), t) ≤ ϑ(A(s− 1), t)ϑ(HQs−1(A), s, t).
Starting at s = n− 1 and iterating this relation, we arrive at the inequality
ϑ(A(n− 1), t) ≤ ϑ(A, t)
n−2∏
s=1
ϑ(HQs (A), s+ 1).
Now, A(n) ∼= S(HQn (A), n) by Proposition 3.4, but, by Theorem 4.1 (1) and Lemma 5.1,
we have
ϑ(A(n− 1), t) = ϑ(HQn−1(A), n− 1, t)ϑ(H
Q
n (A), n, t).
Since π∗(A) is of finite-type and bounded then there exists a D > p such that ϑ(A, t) ≤
D, in the open unit disc. Combining, we have
ϑ(HQn−1(A), n− 1, t)ϑ(H
Q
n (A), n, t) ≤ D
n−2∏
s=1
ϑ(HQs (A), s+ 1).
Applying a change of variables and logp to the above inequality, we get
ϕ(HQn−1(A), n− 1, t) + ϕ(H
Q
n (A), n, t) ≤ d+
n−2∑
s=1
ϕ(HQs (A), s+ 1).
By Proposition 5.4, there is a polynomial f(t) of degree n − 2, non-negative integer a,
and positive integers b and d such that
atn−2 + btn−1 ≤ d+ f(t)
which is clearly false for n > 1. Thus n = 1. The rest of the proof follows from
Proposition 3.4. ✷
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The “if” part is Theorem 4.1 (3). We thus concentrate on the
“only if” part. We are given a finite simplicial augmented commutative F-algebra A
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such that π∗A is bounded. By Theorem 4.1 (4) and (5), A(1) is connected, Q-bounded,
finite, and π∗A(1) is of finite-type. Thus A(1) is bounded as well and we conclude
A(1) ∼= S(H
Q
1 (A), 1) by Theorem 5.5. ✷
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